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Sarawak lies in the northwest of Kalimantan Island off the Malay Peninsula. Its
history is dramatically different from that of West Malaysian, moreover, its social
history of Chinese has a unique style.
All the Chinese in Sarawak who are Fujian province by origin are called the
Fujianese Sarawak. Occupied about 45% of the local Chinese population, the
economically strong Fujianese was mainly composed of three dialect groups which
respectively are Hokkiens, Foochows, and Henghuas. Among of them, Hokkiens and
Foochows successively became the most powerful dialect group by turn.
It's a new attempt for this thesis to regard the Fujianese in Sarawak as a study
subject. With the research methods of social history, the thesis makes a
comprehensive analysis about the population, occupation, dialect group and
leadership of the Fujianese in Sarawak between 1900 and 1977. I hope it's helpful for
us to learn about the society of the Chinese in Sarawak and supplement the Southeast
Asian Fujian Studies.
In the aspect of social structure, the developing history of the Fujianese in
Sarawak can be divided into two stages, the stage before the Pacific War and the stage
after the war. Before the Pacific War, the Chinese society in Sarawak was a help group
society. Restricted by objective factors such as geography, transportation and so on,
each dialect group of the Fujianese was fiercely independent, but the social structure
was relatively stable. Hokkiens, mainly engaged in import and export trade, had a
strong economy. While Foochows had developed rapidly and mainly occupied in
agriculture. Henghuas had less population and mainly went in for planting and
fishing.
After the World War II, monopoly of industry declined, and the occupation of all
dialect groups showed a trend of diversity. The political power got involved in the
social life. The correlation of the leadership and the politics had been promoted.
Foochows had replaced Hokkiens to be the most powerful dialect group, and all the
dialect group appeared the new tendency of amalgamation.
In brief, the Fujianese society in Sarawak from 1900 to 1977 experienced internal
and external changes, which change from migrant group to settled society, from
agricultural society to industrial and commercial society, and from isolation to
amalgamation.
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砂拉越凭借其丰富的自然资源和建筑业的发展，GDP 总量和人均 GDP 在马来西
亚各州都中名列前茅，但其人均收入却低于马来西亚的平均水平。例如，2012
年砂拉越的 GDP 总值达 1066.25 亿元（马币，下同），在马来西亚各州中位列
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